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Abstract. In this paper, a problem which involves the diffusion equation coupled

by way of Robin boundary data with a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equa-

tions is considered. This problem has been proposed as a model to describe the ab-

sorption through the skin, the distribution throughout the body, and the metabolism

of a substance in a mammal. The problem is set as an abstract Cauchy problem in a

Banach space and is shown to have a unique solution. Finite dimensional approxi-

mations of the problem are obtained by replacing the spatial partial derivatives with

finite differences. The approximate solutions are shown to converge to the exact solu-

tion of the original problem. Comparisons of numerical solutions with experimental

data are presented.

I. Introduction. It is well known that many complicated phenomena can be ade-

quately described by a system of ordinary differential equations. On the other hand,

many phenomena are adequately modeled only if we use partial differential equa-

tions. In this paper we consider problems which can be described by a system of

ordinary differential equations which is coupled to a partial differential equation. In

particular, we consider processes which include diffusion coupled with mass-balance

transport. An example of such a process is the absorption through the skin, and then

the transport and metabolism of substances in a mammal. In [1], experimental data

has recently been obtained for skin (dermal) exposure to two dihalomethanes. In [2],

the absorption through the skin, the distribution throughout the body of the mammal,

and the metabolism into carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide for dihalomethanes

have been described as a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations. The de-

scription in [2] assumes that each tissue group within the mammal, including the skin,

can be viewed as a compartment. The movement of the dihalomethanes between

compartments is described by mass-balance equations which result in the differential

equations of the system.

In this paper we address the problem in [1] by having the diffusion equation cou-

pled with a system of five mass-balance ordinary differential equations, which de-

scribe the distribution and metabolism. In Sec. II, these equations are presented and
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the problem of solving the system of equations is formulated as an abstract Cauchy

problem (an evolution equation in a Banach space). The boundary conditions for

the diffusion equation dictate the way that the equations are coupled and are impor-

tant in the analysis. The diffusion equation has been considered in the context of an

abstract Cauchy problem in references [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], and [8] for Dirichlet (in

which the function is specified) and Neumann (in which the derivative of the func-

tion is specified) boundary data and in [3] and [7] for Robin boundary data (in which

a linear combination of the function and its derivative is specified). In this paper,

Robin boundary data is a key feature. In [3], Banks and Kunisch present a general

framework for approximation schemes for abstract Cauchy problems. Reference [3]

has been a guide for several of our results.

In Sect. Ill, the existence of a unique solution of our abstract Cauchy problem is

shown to follow from the Hille-Yosida theorem. In Sect. IV, approximate problems

are obtained when spatial derivatives in the diffusion equation are replaced by finite

differences. This results in a sequence of semigroups in a sequence of Banach spaces

which is consistent with the Trotter-Kato theorem. In Sect. V, numerical results

are discussed, including a comparison of theoretical predictions and experimental

observations in [1],

II. Equations and formulation as evolution equation. In [2], a physiological model

for dermal vapor absorption is presented based on data collected in [1]. The compart-

mental description which was used in [2] is similar to the diagram in Fig. 1. Reference

[2] includes the following four mass-balance equations to relate CF, Cs, CR, CL,

and CA, which are respectively the concentrations of dibromomethane in the fat,

slowly perfused tissue, rapidly perfused tissue, liver, and arterial blood.

V'lF = Q'(C<-%)' (2-L3)

Vs^ = Qs(c.-%). <2.1.b)

VR~df = Qr {Ca ~ pf) ' (2'lx)

Vd-^ = Q (c (2 1 d)
*■ dt Ql\Ca pl) kmpl + cl PL '

Physiologically, the quantities PF, Ps, PR, and PL are tissue to blood partition

coefficients for, respectively, the fat, slowly perfused tissue, rapidly perfused tissue,

and liver; QF, Qs, QR, and QL are, respectively, the blood flow rates in the fat,

slowly perfused tissues, rapidly perfused tissues, and liver; Vf , VR , Vs , and VL are

respectively the volumes of fat, rapidly perfused tissue, slowly perfused tissue, and

liver; VM is the maximum specific reaction velocity for the dihalomethane; KM

is the Michaelis constant; and KF is the first-order rate constant. Note that the

nonlinear term in Eq. (2.1.d) models the effects of metabolism in the liver.

The arterial blood concentration C4 is calculated using the equation CA =

QcCv/(Qp/Pb + 2c)' where Cv is the venous blood concentration and is
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Qc and Qp are the cardiac and pulmonary output; PSK and PB are skin to air and

blood to air partition coefficients; QSK is the blood flow rate in the skin; and CSK

is the concentration of dihalomethane in the skin.

In [2], the skin of the mammal was viewed as a compartment for which a mass-

balance equation of the form of Eqs. (2.1.a)-(2.l.d) was appropriate. The equation
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which was used in [2] is

Vs^-PA(ca-^)+QsK(cA-^).

In Eq. (2.1.e), C0 is the concentration of dihalomethane at the outer surface of the

skin; PSKB is the tissue to blood partition coefficient for the skin; VSK is the volume

of skin; P is the permeability of the skin; and A is the area of skin exposed to the

dihalomethane.

Note that Eqs. (2.1.a)-(2.1.e) comprise a coupled system of five ordinary differen-

tial equations and that CA depends on each of the other concentrations and that the

presence of the CA term in each equation results in each concentration depending

on each of the other concentrations.

To more accurately describe the diffusion of dibromomethane through the skin,

we replaced Eq. (2.1.e) with the diffusion equation, a partial differential equation,

and added an equation to describe the concentration in the skin blood. This yields

the following system

(a) ut = kuxx 0 < x < L,

(b) v - p A (U^ - C ^ + (9 (C - C )sb cjt bc I p SB J /I
\ SKB '

dCr „ /„ ^
P
F

(O = qf (ca - -jt

d) Vsd4f~QS(cA-^f I, (2.2)

where

and

s dt s \ 4 Ps

(e) = QR (cA - St

dSL _ n frB _ jjv<-

Qc^V

VL dt PL) kmpl + cl pl

CA
Qp! Pr + Qc

Cy =
cv Co CD c, c„

QFy- + Qsf + Qr-t + Ql/ + Qsk-t-F rS rR rL SKJ
/ac-

Because Eq. (2.2.a) is a partial differential equation of parabolic type, the following

boundary conditions have been added to the model

ux(0,t) = hl[u{0,t)-PSKC0],

UX{L , t) = ^2^PsKB^SB ~ U(L , /)].

These conditions state that the flux of concentration across the skin boundary at both

the skin-air interface and the skin-blood interface is proportional to the difference of

the concentration in the skin at the interface and the concentration on the skin at

the interface, taking into account the partition coefficients PSK and PSKB ■
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The initial condition for u is

u(x, 0) = 0.

In the system of equations, u, CSK ,CF,CS,CR,CL,C0,CV, and CA are func-

tions of time. All other quantities are constants. The values of these constants

are displayed in Table 1. For the four experiments in [1], the values for C0 were

.00356, .00711, .0356, and .0711 mg/ml, respectively, while the values for Bw,

the body weight, were .187, .212, .209 , and .260 kg, respectively. In Table 1, once

the body weight is specified, all the other constants can be calculated for inclusion in

Eqs. (2.1) or (2.2).

Table 1

CONSTANT VALUE CONSTANT VALUE

Qc 15B ™ A 9.1(1000.S^)'666 - 60
QF ,090QC VF .01 Bw
Qr .560<2c Vr .05 Bw
Ql -200<2c Vl .04 Bw

Qsk .05AQcI(.90(>B^) Vsk .01A
Qs ASQC - Qc^/1000. Vs .15BW

QP 15 B$ VM 10.6

Kf .557/B'l Km .360
PB 74.1 PSK 266.

PsKB ^Sk/^B P 1.100
PF 10.800 PR .900

PL .919 Ps .546
k .01P PBC .34

hx .27 h2 5.5

If the expression for Cv is substituted into the expression for CA and this in

turn is substituted into Eqs. (2.2.b) through (2.2.f), we obtain the following system

of equations

(a) ut = kuxx 0 <x < L,

(b) dCSB/dt = B2^u(L, ?)+ B22^sb ^24^s ^25^ R ^"26^l >

(c) dCFldt— B32Csb + B,3Cf + BmCs + Bi5CR + C36CL,

(d) dCs/dt= B42Csb + B4}CF + B44CS + B45CR + C46CL, (2.4)

(e) dCR/dt = B52Csb + B5iCF + B54CS + Bi5CR + C56CL ,

(f) dCL/dt~ + ^63^V + ^64^S + ^65^R + '

+ NlCL/(N2 + CL)

where B1X = PBCA/{VSBPSKB), B22 — T2QSK - QSK/VSB - PBCA/V$B , B2} =

T2Qf/Pf , B24 = T2Qs/Ps , B25 — T2Qr/Pr , B26 = T2Ql/Pl , and
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T2 = QSkT\IVsb with T\ = xI(QpIPb + Qc) • Similarly,

^32 = ^Qsk > -®33 = T&f/Pf ~ QFKPFVF) '

^34 = T3Qs/Ps , £35 = 7^Qr/Pr >

i?36 = T3Ql/Pl and 7^ = QFTX/VF ;

542 — t4qsk , B43 = t4qf/pf ,

B44 = T4Qs/Ps ~ QS/(PSVS) ' "®45 = T,Qr/Pr ,

P^ = P\Q-lIPl T4 = QsTJVs',

B$i — T$Qsk > P52 = T^Gf/Pf '

P54 = PsQs/Ps' -®55 = T^Qr/Pr - QrKPrVr) ,

Z?56 = TiQL/PL with r5 = QrTx/Vr]

Pbl ~ P(,Q.SK ' ^63 = T6Qf/Pf '

^64 = P(>Qs!' ^65 = T^Qr/Pr,

B66 = T6Ql/Pl-Ql/(Plvl)-kf/Pl Wlth r6 = QLTi/VL>

^ = ~Vm/Vl and N2 = KmPl.

The concentrations , CF , Cs, CR , and CL are all zero initially. The quanti-

ties k , B2[ , , B66, jV[ , N2, h{, PSK, PSKB and h2 are all constants in this anal-

ysis and are described in terms of physiological quantities such as organ volumes,

blood flow rates and partition coefficients. The constants N2, k, hx, PSK, PSKB ,

and h2 are positive.

The boundary conditions can be transformed into homogeneous boundary condi-

tions by introducing the function

w(x, t) = (1 - h2L - h2x){hlPSKC0)/{hl +h2 + hlh2L) ^ ^

+ (/ZjX + \)h2PSKBCSBl{h\ + h2 + hxh2L)

and letting

u{(x, t) = u(x, t) - w(x, /).

Then ux(x, t) satisfies the boundary conditions

ulx(0,t) = hlU(0,t), (25b)

ulx{L, t) = -h2u{L, t),

and the initial condition

ux{x, 0) = (h2x - 1 - h2L)(hlPSKC0)/(hl + h2 + hxh2L). (2.6)

In this analysis, C0 does not change with time, and consequently, the partial differ-

ential equation which w, satisfies is

uu - kulxx +{mx + b)dCSB/dt (2.7)

where

tn = ~h\ h2Pskb!^^2 h\ ^2^)

and

b = ~h2PSKB/(hl + h2 + hxh2L).
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The dCSB/dt term is eliminated from Eq. (2.7) by replacing it with the right-hand

side of Eq. (2.4b). If the vector function U(t) = (Mj(x, t), u2{t), ... , u6(t))T is

introduced with u2(t) = CSB , u3(t) = CF , u4(t) = Cs, us{t) = CR , and u6(t) = CL,

and cp{x) = mx + b , then system (2.1) can be written as

dU/dt = AU + BU + F(U) (2.8a)

where

A =

B

k(-)xx 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -10
0 0 0 0 0 -1

(p{x)B2lSL <p{x)B22 <p{x)B23 <p(x)B24 <p(x)B25 (p{x)B26

-®21 "®22 + 1 ^23 ^24 ^25 ^26

0 532 B33 + 1 B}4 B35 B36

o b42 b43 b44 + 1 b45 b46

® ^52 ^53 54 -®55 + ^ ^56

® ^62 -®63 ^64 -®65 ^66+1 J

F(U) =

(2.8b)

(2.8c)

(2.8d)

<P{x)B2^(Bp j + BF2u2)

^2\^F\ ^F2^2^

0
0
0

^1 ^6?(^2 ^6^

BF i = (1 -2h2L)(hlPSKC0)/{hl +h2 + hlh2L),

BF2 = (hlL+ 1 )h2PSKBu2/(h{ + h2 + h{h2L),

and the operator SL is defined by

SLux{x, t) = Mj(L, t).

The initial condition for U is

U(0) = U0 = (~w(x, 0), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, )T. (2.9)

The function space D(A) on which solutions to (2.8) will be sought is defined as

follows:

Definition 2.10.

a. P = {/ € C°°[0, L] x R5: dfjdx - h{f{ = 0 outside some compact subset

of (0, L] and dfx/dx + h2f{ - 0 outside some compact subset of [0, L)} ,

where C°°[0, L] is the collection of infinitely differentiable functions on

[0, L] and R5 is Euclidean 5-space.

b. X = P , the closure of P , where the closure is with respect to the norm

= max maxL |/,(x)|, |/2|, |/3| ,\f4\, |/5|, |/6|
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c. D(A) - {/ in X: Af is in X, df{{0)/dx - hxfx(0) = 0,df{L)/dx +
h2fl(L) = 0}.

The existence of a unique solution of problem (2.8), (2.9) belonging to D(A) is

demonstrated in the next section.

III. Existence of a unique solution. The main results of this section are that the

operator A and its domain D(A) satisfy the hypotheses of the Hille-Yosida theorem,

thus yielding the fact that A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous

semigroup, that this semigroup is a compact analytic semigroup, that the operator B

is bounded on X , that Eq. (2.8a) is a semilinear evolution equation, and that F(U)

satisfies a Lipschitz condition. These results yield the existence of a unique solution

of problem (2.8), (2.9) on D(A) which is defined by definition (2.10).

The version of the Hille-Yosida theorem being used is (see [4], [5], [6], [7], or [8]

and references therein):

Theorem. A linear operator A is a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of

contractions if and only if

1. A is closed and D(A) = X .

2. The resolvent set p{A) of A contains R+ and for every z in R+,

\\R{z-,A)\\<\lz (3.1)

where R(z; A) = (zl - A)'1 , and R+ is the positive real axis.

The following lemma establishes that D(A) = X .

Lemma 3.1. D{A) — X .

Proof. P belongs to D{A) which belongs to X = P, so P belongs to D(A)

which belongs to X = P. Thus D{A) = X .

Condition 2 of the Hille-Yosida theorem is established by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. The resolvent set p{A) of A contains R+ and for every z in R+ ,

||i?(z; ^)|| < 1/z.

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows using arguments much like those in Lemma

3.3 and Theorem 3.4 and is omitted.

Given the results of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the only hypothesis of the Hille-Yosida

theorem which needs to be verified is that A is closed. But that A is closed follows

from the fact that {zl - A)"1 is bounded, so (z/ - A) is closed and hence A is

closed (see [4], [7], or [8] for details).

By combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and the preceding remark, the Hille-Yosida

theorem can be applied to the operator A of Eq. (2.8) to yield the result that A is

the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) for which

moil < i. (3.2)
However, T{t) satisfies an even stronger condition than being a strongly contin-

uous semigroup, namely T{t) is an analytic semigroup. (See [5], [7], or [8] for a

definition.) To verify that the uniformly bounded, strongly continuous semigroup

T(t) is analytic, it suffices to show that the following conditions hold

CI. 0 belongs to p(A), the resolvent set of A .
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C2. There exists 0 < d < n/2 and M > 0 such that p(A) contains S =

{z: |arg z| < n/2 + d) U {0} and ||7?(z; A)\\ < M/\z\ for all z in 5, z not

0.

See [5], [7], or [8] for proofs that these two conditions are sufficient to establish the

analyticity of T(t). These two conditions will now be established.

Lemma 3.3. If z does not belong to R~~, the negative real axis, then (z/ - A)~l

exists. Moreover, z = 0 belongs to p(A).

Proof. Suppose that z is not in R~ U {0} . Let (zl - A)f = g where g is in X

and / is in D(A). Then / must satisfy the equations

fx - zfjk = -gjk,

(1 + z)fm = Sm form = 2,..., 6.

The solution of system (3.3) belonging to D(A) is

/, (x) = [/, (x) f (a cosh(a(L - y)) + h2 sinh(a(L - y))gx (y) dy
Jo

-E{a) [ sinh{a{x - y))g{(y) dy]/{kaE(a))
J o

(3.3)

(3.4)

and

where

/m = ^m/(1 + z) form = 2,..., 6 (3.5)

a = {z/k)1'2,

(3.6)
/j(x) = eax + {a - /Zj)<? ax/(a + hx),

I2{x) = eax - (a - hx)e~ax/{a + hx),

E(a) - aI2{L) + h2Il{L).

The fact that / belongs to D(A) follows from (1) / belongs to X, (2) Af belongs

to X,and(3) /^(O) —hlfl(0) - f[(L) + h2fx{L) — 0. Thus, for each g in X , there
is an / in D(A) such that (z/ - A)f = g. Thus, (z/ - A) is onto. To see that

(z/ - A) is one-to-one, suppose (zl - A)f = 0. Then fm = 0 for m = 2, ... , 6

and f" — zfx/k . Thus

[ f\ f \ dx = zf fjx dx
Jo Jo

/k

or, after integrating by parts and using the boundary conditions for /, ,

-/z2|/i(L)|2-/2i|/i(0)|2- [ \fx(x)\2dx= zf |/;(x)|
Jo Jo

'2 dx /k.

Thus /,(x) = 0,and {zl - A) is one-to-one. Thus (zl - A) 1 maps X to D(A).

The fact that ||(z/ - A) || is finite follows from (3.4), (3.5), and an inequality

similar to (3.12).
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Suppose z = 0. Then {zl - A) f = g results in the equations

-k/x = gx, (3.7)

fm = Sm for m = 2, ... , 6. (3.8)

The solution of Eq. (3.7) which lies in D(A) is

fAx) = qx + q/h. [{[g'{s)ds)dy.

where

and

Thus,

But,

Thus,

so,

Thus,

Q = f g\{y)dy + h2 [ If gx(s)ds\ dy
Jo Jo (Jo

dx = k{ 1 + h2L + h2/hx).

1/iWI < \Q\(L+ 1/Aj) + maxL\gx{y)\L2/k.

\q\ < maxL\gx(y)\{L + h2L2/2)/dx.

|/,(JC)| < omax^\gx(y)\{L2/k + {L + h2L2/2)(L + l/hx)/dx},

\fx(x)\<K\\g\\.

<^*||g||, where K* = max[l, K],

/k (3.9)

M

and z = 0 is in /j(^) .

Now the fact that T(t) is an analytic semigroup will be established.

Theorem 3.4. T(t) is an analytic semigroup.

Proof. Since the preceding lemma establishes that 0 belongs to p(A) and that

(zl - A)~l exists for z not in R~ , we need only show that condition C2 holds.

Let d = 7t/4 and z = re'v with |u| < 3tt/4. Let g be in X and / satisfy

(zl - A)f = g. Then / is given by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) with a, /,, I-,, and E

defined in Eq. (3.6). To obtain the estimate required at this point, it is necessary to

rewrite fx{x) as

/,(•*) f (aG{x,y) + h2H(x,y))gx{y)dy
Jx (3.10)' X

rX

"f

where

f (aG(y, x) + h2H[y, x))gx(y)dy
Jo

G(x ,y) = /, (x)cosh(a(L - y))

/(kaE(a))

H{x, y) = /,(x)sinh(a(L - y)).
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Since z is complex, a is now complex, so let a = al + ia2. Then from Eq. (3.10)

|/,(x)| < omax. |^(^)|

x{/ [\a\\G(x,y)\ + h2\H{x,y)\\dy (312)

J [\a\\G(y, x)\ + h2\H{y, x)\]dy^ l[k\a\\E{a)\).+

Let

and

Then

and

Thus

/3(x) = exp(i31x) + |a - /z1|exp(-a1x)/|a + h{\

/4(x) = exp(a1x) - |a - h{|exp(-a1x)/|<3 + h{\.

IG{x, y)\ < /3(x)cosh(<31(L - y))

\H{x,y)\ < /3(x)cosh(a1(L-y)).

l/i(*)l < ||£|| W3(x)(M + h2) J c°sh(ax{L-y))dy

+ cosh(a,(L - x))(|a| + h2) I3{y) dy j /[k\a\ |£(o)|].

Performing the integrations and regrouping results in

I/,Ml < \\g\K\a\ + h2)[I4(L) + (\a - - l)cosh(tf,(L - x))]

/[k\a\ax\E{a)\].

Since ka = z = re'v, a = (r/k)i/2en'/2 with -3^/8 < v/2 < 3n/S . Thus, since z

is not zero, a{ = (r/k)1^2cos(i;/2) > 0. Thus

0 < \a - hx\/\a + hx\< 1 and 0 < \a - h2\/\a + h2\ < 1.

Moreover, cosh(aj(L - x)) > 0. Hence

l/,(x)| < \\g\\(\a\ + h2)I4(L)/[k\a\ax\E(a)\].

Now,

\E(a)\ > ||a + h2\exp(axL) - |a - h2\\a - hx\exp(-axL)/\a + hx\\

> \a + h2\exp(axL) - |a + h2\\a - hx\exp(-axL)/\a + hx\ (3.13)

= \a + h2\I4(L).

Also,

and

\a\ - [a2 + a\]xl2 < [(a, + h2)2 + a\\xl2 = \a + h2\

h2 < [(a, + h2)2 + a22]xl1 = |a + h2\
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since

h2> 0 and a l > 0.

Thus

or

\fi(x)\ < 2||g|||a + h2\I4{L)/[k\a\al\a + h2\I4(L)]

\fx{x)\ < 2\\g\\l[k\a\ax].

But a{ = |a|cos(v/2) and |z| = k\a\2. Thus

\fi(x)\<2\\g\\/[k\a\2Cos(v/2)] = Ml\\g\\/\z\

where

M, = 2/cos(3?r/8).

From Eq. (3.5)

\fi\ = \gtW + z\ for / = 2, , 6.

But
2 2 2 2 2

11 + z | = (1 + r cos v) + r sin v = \ + 2r cos v + r .

Also, |v| < 37T/4, so —21/2/2 < cosv < 1 . Thus 1 + r2 - 2x,2r < 1 + 2r cos v + r2 =

11 + z|2 . But 0 < (r - 2^2)2 = r2 - 2i^2r + 2 , so r2 < 2(r2 - 2^2r + 1) < 2| 1 + z|2 ,

Thus,

Izl2 <211 + z|2

or,

Thus,

Since 2I/2 < 2/cos(3n:/8),

Izl < 21/211 + z\.

\fl\<2l/2\gi\/\z\<21/2\\g\\/\z\ for/= 2,...,6.

< MA\g\\l\z\.

Therefore ||/?(z; A)|| < MJ\z\ and condition C2 is satisfied.

There is one more property of T(t) which is established in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5. T(t) is a compact semigroup.

Proof. The proof follows exactly as the proof of Lemma 8.2.1 of [8]. Since T{t)

is analytic, it is continuous in the uniform operator topology for t > 0. Also, for

each z in p(A),R(z;A) maps X into D(A) such that bounded sets in X are

mapped into bounded sets in D(A) which contain entries which also have a uniform

bound on their first derivative. Thus it follows from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem that

R(z; A) is a compact operator. It follows from Theorem 2.3.3 of [8] that T(t) is a

compact semigroup for t >0.

The next step in demonstrating the existence of a solution of problem (2.8), (2.9)

is to show that the operator B of Eq. (2.8) is a bounded operator from X into X .
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Lemma 3.6. Let

M2 = max{(|m|L + |6|)(|fl2,| + |522| + |523|),

1*211 + l*22l + l*23l + ^ ' l*32l + l*33l + *}•

Then \\BU\\ < M2\\U\\ for each U in X, so B is bounded on X.
Proof. Follows directly from definition of B, M2 and the norm.

This lemma and results concerning bounded perturbations of generators of semi-

groups (see [4], [6], [7], or [8]) yield the following corollary.

Corollary 3.7. If A and B are defined by Eq. (2.8), then A + B is the infinitesimal

generator of a compact analytic semigroup S(t) which satisfies

S(t) < ̂ exptll^H/].

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 3.6 and theorems concerning bounded per-

turbations of compact analytic semigroups.

The F(U) term of Eq. (2.8) which causes the equation to be semilinear will now

be considered. Various existence theorems appear in [6], [7], [8], and [9]. The one to

be used here is from [8] or [9]. A classical solution of problem (2.8), (2.9) on [0, T)

is a function U(t) in X which satisfies

1. U(t) is continuous on [0,2");

2. U(t) is continuously differentiable on (0,7);

3. U(t) belongs to D(A) for 0 < t < T\

4. U(t) satisfies Eqs. (2.8) on (0, T) and (2.9).

The following lemma establishes that F(U) defined in Eq. (2.8) satisfies the hypothe-

ses of the existence and uniqueness theorem of [8, Theorem 8.2.2] or reference [9,

Theorem 5.2],

Lemma 3.8. Let Q = {U in X: - .9JV2 < u6}, then F(U) defined in Eq. (2.8)
satisfies

\\F(U)-F(U*)\\<M3\\U-U*\\

for every U, U* in Q, where = max[(|w|L + |6|)C,, C,, IOOIjVJ/A^] and

C, — \B2{|(/i|.L+ l)h2R2/(h^ -\- h2h^h2L).

Proof. From Eqs. (2.8), (2.7), and (2.5a),

q>(x)B2l(BF2u2 ~ Bp2^2^

*21 (-®f 2^2 ~~ B
0
0
0

YNxuJ(N2 + u6) - N]u*6/(N2 + «*).

Note that

|<p{x)B2l{BF2u2 - BF2u2)I < (\m\L + \b\)Cx\u2 - u2\

and

IB2j{BF2u2 Bf2u2)| ^ Cj|m2 w2 |.

F(U)-F(Um) =
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Also, if U and U* are in Q, then

W{u6/(N2 + "«) - xy6/(N2 + U6)| = lA^K - u6\/\(N2 + U6)(N2 + u6)I

< 100|jV,||w6 - u*6\/N2.

Thus,

||F(C/) - F(C/*)|| < M3\\U- £/*||.

Corollary 3.9. For every U0 in Q there is a t0 > 0 such that problem (2.8), (2.9)

has a unique classical solution U(t) on [0,?0],

Proof. From Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, problem (2.8), (2.9) satisfies the hy-

potheses of Theorems 2.1 and 5.2 of [9]. Thus the problem has a unique classical

solution on [0, r0] for /0 > 0.

IV. Finite-dimensional approximations. Approximate solutions of problem (2.8),

(2.9) can be obtained by replacing the partial derivatives in operator A with finite

differences. If the solution is sought at only a finite number of x locations between

0 and L, then the approximation to Eq. (2.8) is a system of ordinary differential

equations. Let n be a fixed integer and let

d„ = L/{n - 1),/v ,41

xi = (i-l)dn for / = 1, 2, ... , n.

Let N = n + 5 . Then a finite-dimensional space XN is defined by

XN Sn • fh'

fJf
{!)

An
J N

f{Jf

N
•(n+1)

N

An+5)

L Jn

and the projection PN , from X to XN is defined by

(4.2)

PNf= f>y2n) (4.3)

/«



(4.4)
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for each / in X. The operator AN is defined on XN by

2k{f^ -(\+dnhx)f{^)ld2n
k(f{N3) - 2f{2) + f(Nl])/d2n

2k(fx~^ - (1 + dnh2)f^)/d2
_ /•(fl+i))

Jn

_ An+5)
J N

Note that XN is N = n + 5-dimensional Euclidean space and is a Banach space

with the norm \\fN\\N - max1<KAr\f^\. The following lemma permits application

of the Hille-Yosida theorem to the bounded operators AN on the finite-dimensional

Banach Spaces, XN. The consequence of this result is stated in the corollary.

Lemma 4.1. If z > 0, (zl - AN)~l exists. Moreover, if

(zl - AN)fN = gN

then

II/jvIU < \\8n\\nIz-

Thus

Proof. We can partition AN as

II(zI-An) '|| < 1/z.

K o
o -/

For z > 0, the matrix zl - A*N is strictly diagonally dominant and hence by the

Gerschgorin circle theorem it is nonsingular. Also, zl + l is nonsingular, so zI-AN

is nonsingular and we can solve (zl - AN)fN = gN .

Since ||/JL = m^xo<,<N L/jv'l > there is an 5 such that

If 5 = 1 then

or

or

ll//vll;v — l/i'l-

[z + 2k(l+ dnhx)ld2n]ff = gy + 2 kffjdl

[z + 2k(l+ dnhx)ld2n]\ff\ < ||gj + 2k\\fN\\/dl

[z + 2k{\ + dnhx)ld2n]\\fN\\ < H^ll + 2k\\fN\\/d2n.

Thus,

z\\fN\\ < IIM-
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If 2 < s < n - 1, then

so

or

Thus,

[z+2 k/dyj = g(*]+k[f^-i)+/;+l)yd2n

[z + ik/d'jffi^uj + ikWfj/dl

[z + 2k/d2n]\\fN\\<\\gN\\ + 2k\\fN\\/d2„.

A\fN\\ < IM-

If s - n , the argument and conclusion is the same as for the case j=l.If5 = n + w

for m — 1, ... , 5, then

[*+1]/;1=

so

A\fN\\ < IM-

Thus, in every case z\\fN\\ < ||^||, and the lemma is proved.

Corollary 4.2. AN is the generator of TN(t) - exp(ANt) where 117^11 < 1 .

Now that An is seen to generate a strongly continuous semigroup (in fact, a group)

of contractions, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 permit the application of the approximation

theory of Trotter and Kato (see [8]). The consequence of this theorem is stated in

the two corollaries following Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 4.3.

\\pNfh £ WfWx for every /in x >

lim ll^/IU = WfWx for every f in X-
N—+oc

Proof.

\\PNf\\N = maX

< max

max |/(x(.)|, |/2|, ... , |/6|
!<(<«

omaxLl/(^)|, |/2|, ... , |/6|

Thus lim^^ H-P^/H < H/H^ . But, since |/| is continuous, there is an xQ in [0, L]

such that max[|/(x0)|, |/2|, ... , |/6|] = H/H^ • Also, because / is continuous, if e >

0 is given, for N sufficiently large there is an x^ for which |/(x0)| - e < |/(jc^)| •

But then

IIVII > maxII/CjcJ'l, |/2|, ... , |/6|]
> max[|/(x0)| - e, |/2|, ... , |/6|] > \\f\\x - e.

Thus, because e is arbitrarily small, the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 4.4.

PNf is in D(An) - XN for every / in D{A).

lim \\ANPNf - PNAf\\N = 0 for every / in D(A).
N—> oo

Proof. The fact that PNf is in D{AN) for every / in D[A) is a straightforward

consequence of the definitions of PN and AN . Moreover,

2k[f(x2) - (1 + dnhx)f{xx)]ldl - kf"{x{)
k[f(x3) - 2f(x2) + f(Xl)]/d2n - kf"(x2)

ANPNf-PNAf =

k[f{xn) - 2/(x„_1) + f{xn+l)]/d2n - kf'(xn_ i)

2k[f{xn_x) - (1 + dnh2)f(xn)]/d2n - kf"(xn)
0
0
0
0
0

Let e > 0 be given. By Taylor's theorem, if dn is sufficiently small (i.e., if n is

sufficiently large), the second through the (n - 1) st term of ANPNf - PNA f will be

less than e in absolute value. For the first term we use the fact that f (Xj) = h, f{xx),

since / belongs to D(A). Thus, by Taylor's theorem

f(x2) = f{xl) + hif{xi)dn+ f{x*)d2n/2

or

2[/(*2) - (1 + dnhl)f(xl)]/dl = f\x*)

where x, < x* < x2. Again, if N is sufficiently large, the first term of ANPNf -

PnA f is less than e in absolute value. The «th term is handled in the same way as

the first term. Thus the lemma is proved.

Corollary 4.5. lim^^ ||i?(z, AN)PNf - PNR(z, A)f\\N = 0 for every / in X,

where R(z, AN) = (z/ - AN)~' .

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.2, 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, and the arguments in [4, p.

230].

Corollary 4.6. lim^^ \\TN(t)PNf- PNT(t)f\\N = 0, for every / in X, t > 0,
with the convergence uniform on compact subsets of [0, oo).

Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.2 of [10], See also [8] and [4],
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The approximation of problem (2.8) on XN requires the definition of an operator

corresponding to B . Thus BN is defined by

{mxx + b)[B2{f(Nn) + B22f%+X) + • • • + B26f{Nn+5)] -

(mxn + b)[B2J{Nn) + B22f(Nn+l) + • • • + £26/<-"+5)]

521/^ + (fi22 + 1 )f(Nn+'] + --- + B2bf^

532/<"+1) + ... + 536 + l)/r5)

562/ri) + -" + (^66 + l)/ir"+5)

(4.5)

62-'V ^ ^ 66 T 1 > J N

for each fN in X" . An immediate consequence of the fact that BNPNf = PNBf

is the following lemma.

Lemma 4.7. lim^^ ||exp(?(/lAr + BN))PNf - PNS(t)f\\N = 0 for every / in X

and t > 0, uniformly on compact subsets of [0, oo), where S(t) is referenced in

Corollary 3.7.

Proof. Follows directly from [4, Theorem 6.3].

Corollary 4.8. If, for U0 not equal to 0 ,UN is the solution of

dUN/dt = ANUN + BnUn,

UN{0) = pnuq,

and U is the solution of

then

Ut = AU + BU,
U(0) = U0,

lim ||C/JV(0-^v^(0IU = 0.
TV—>OC

Proof. Since AN and BN are both bounded operators mapping XN to XN,

UN(t) = exp(/(/lA, + BN))PNU0 . As a result of Corollary 3.7, U(t) = S{t)U0 , (where

S(t) is defined in Corollary 3.7). Thus we may use Lemma 4.7 with / replaced with

U0 to see the lemma is proved.

Now suppose the operator FN is defined on

QN = {fN inXN: -.9N2<f{Nn+5)}

by
"(mxl+b)B2l(BFi+BF2fiNn+l])

FnUn 1
(mxn + b)B2l(BF]+BF2f[Nn+l))

^2\^F\ + ^F2^N ')

(4.6)

/*+5)/(AWv+5))
Note that FN[PNf) = PNF[f]. Moreover, the next lemma indicates that FN satisfies

a result similar to Lemma 3.8.
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Lemma 4.9. FN defined by (4.6) satisfies

HWtf) -FM)\\<M4\\fN-fir\\

for every fN, in XN , where M4 is constant.

Proof. Because of the definition of FN, the proof is basically the same as the

proof of Lemma 3.8.

Because SN{t) = exp(?(/iAr + BN)) is bounded and has a finite-dimensional range,

SN(t) is a compact analytic semigroup. Thus we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4.10. For every U0, the approximate problem

dUN/dt = ANUN + BNUN + FN[UN] (4.7)

CyO) = PNU0 (4.8)

has a unique classical solution UN(t) on [0, ?^] for t*N sufficiently small.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 4.9 and the fact that SN(t) is a compact

analytic semigroup.

We can now establish that the solution which Lemma 4.10 guarantees converges

to the solution which Corollary 3.9 guarantees.

Lemma 4.11. If U(t) is the unique classical solution of problem (2.8), (2.9) and

UN(t) is the unique classical solution of problem (4.7), (4.8), then

lim ||PNU(t) - UN(t)\\N = 0.
TV—»oo

Proof. Since classical solutions are mild solutions, U{t) and UN(t) satisfy the

respective integral equations

U(t) = S{t)U0+ f S(t-s)F{U{s))ds,
Jo

UN(t) = SN(t)PNU0 + [' SN(t - s)FN(UN(s))ds,
Jo

where SN(t) = exp{t(AN + BN)). Let e > 0 be given and let t satisfy 0 < t < t0 ,

where t0 is given in Corollary 3.9. Now choose J > 0 so that

|IW)^,-5iVW^C/olU<e/4

and

||PNS(t - s)F(U(s)) - SN(t - s)PnF(U(s))\\n < e/4

for all N > J and all s , t in [0, /0]. Let N = J, t* = min[f0, , and 0 < t < .
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Then

WP„u(t) - cyoiu < IIV«)c0 - sN(t)PNu0\\„

fJO
[PNS(t - s)F(U(s)) - SN(t - s)FN(UN(s))]ds

<\\PNS(t)U0-SN(t)PNU0WN

+

N

f [||/VS(r - s)F(U(s)) - SN(t - s)PnF(U(s))\\n
Jo

+ ||S„(r - s)PnF(U(s)) - SN(t - s)Fn(PnU(s))\\n

+ ||^(r - s)Fn(PnU(s)) - SN(t - s)FN(UN(s))\\N]ds

fJo
< e/4 + te/4 + MAewt / \\PNU(s) - UN(s)\\N,

where w = ||^|| + . The second term under the integral sign before the last

inequality vanishes because of the definition of FN . An application of Gronwall's

inequality then yields that \\PNU(t) - £^(011# ^0 as N oo.
As indicated in the Introduction, numerical results are presented in the next sec-

tion.

V. Numerical results. Experimental measurements of concentrations of dibromo-

methane in the blood of laboratory rats are given in [ 1 ] for four different concentra-

tions of exposure on the skin. The measured concentrations were in milligrams per

milliliter, while the skin exposure concentrations were at 500 parts per million, 1000

PPM, 5000 PPM and 10,000 PPM. The concentration on the skin was initially zero

and then was increased rapidly to the constant peak concentration.

In Fig. 2 the circles denote the experimental data and the solid curves are the

approximate solution of the system of differential equations corresponding to Eqs.

(4.7), (4.8). Because Eq. (4.7) is a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations,

numerical solutions were obtained using the IMSL routine DGEAR. From Fig. 2 we

see that our model is extremely accurate in terms of determining the arterial blood

concentrations.

To obtain a quantitative measure of how well the theoretical predictions agree with

the experimental data, the following deviation sum of squares is used:

1=1 j=\

,2

where the Ot (t-) denotes the j th observation for experiment i and the P^tj) de-

notes the prediction at time tJ for experiment i. The four experiments correspond

to the four concentrations of exposure listed previously in this section. The weights

are included because the data are of the order of 1 for experiment 1, while they are

of the order of 2 for the second experiment, are of the order of 20 for the third

experiment, and of the order of 150 for the fourth experiment. For the ordinary dif-

ferential equation model, the value of d is 0.629, while for the model of this paper,

d is 0.549.
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0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00

TIME (HOURS)

Fig. 2. Comparison of numerical solution with experimental data.
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